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Abstract
Stability of the utility maximization problem with random endowment and indif-
ference prices is studied for a sequence of financial markets in an incomplete Brownian
setting. Our novelty lies in the nonequivalence of markets, in which the volatility
of asset prices (as well as the drift) varies. Degeneracies arise from the presence of
nonequivalence. In the positive real line utility framework, a counterexample is pre-
sented showing that the expected utility maximization problem can be unstable. A
positive stability result is proven for utility functions on the entire real line.
Keywords: Expected utility theory, Incompleteness, Random endowment, Market stability,
Nonequivalent markets
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1 Introduction
As part of Hadamard’s well-posedness criteria, stability of the utility maximization problem
with random endowment is studied with respect to perturbations in both volatility and drift.
Specifically, we seek to answer the question:
What conditions on the utility function and modes of convergence on the sequence of
volatilities and drifts guarantee convergence of the corresponding value functions and
indifference prices?
Perhaps surprisingly, convergence can fail even in the tamest of settings when the utility
function is finite only on R+ and the volatility can vary. We present a simple counterexample
in a stochastic volatility setting with power utility. When the utility function is finite only
1The author would like to thank Dmitry Kramkov, Steve Shreve, and the anonymous reviewers for their
constructive comments and suggestions.
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on R+, the admissibility criterion is harsh: negative values in terminal wealth plus random
endowment equate to minus infinity in utility. When volatility can vary, a contingent claim
that is replicable only in the limiting market requires strictly more initial capital in every
pre-limiting market in order to avoid a minus infinity contribution towards expected utility.
As part of the counterexample, we prove a positive convergence result in which the limiting
market adopts an additional admissibility condition that is implicitly present in each pre-
limiting market.
When the investor’s utility function is finite on the entire real line, the admissibility
criterion is different. Our main result provides conditions on the utility function and on
the sequence of markets so that we have convergence of the value functions and indifference
prices. We consider a similar setup to [27], and our main assumptions are analogous to theirs.
The only non-standard assumption we require is an assumption on the limiting market. The
significant difficulty stems from the growth of the dual utility function at infinity because
in contrast to utilities on R+, the conjugate of a real line utility grows strictly faster than
linearly at infinity. We provide two sufficient conditions. These conditions include:
1. The first condition applies to a contingent claim that is replicable in the limiting market
yet not replicable in any pre-limiting market. The corresponding stability problem is
relevant when a claim’s underlying asset is not liquidly traded but is closely linked to a
liquidly traded asset. This situation arises, e.g., when hedging weather derivatives by
trading in related energy futures or when an executive wants to hedge his position in
company stock options but is legally restricted from liquidly trading his own company’s
stock. Practical and computational aspects of this problem are considered by [9], [31],
and in more generality by [14].
2. The second sufficient condition requires exponential preferences and additional regu-
larity of the limiting market but places no restrictions on the claim’s replicability. This
case covers a general incomplete Brownian market structure under a mild BMO con-
dition on the limiting market. The connection between BMO and exponential utility
is long established; see, for example, [10] and [15].
The questions of existence and uniqueness for the optimal investment problem from
terminal wealth are thoroughly studied. The surrounding literature is vast, and only a
small subset of work is mentioned here. For general utility functions on R+ in a general
semimartingale framework, [24] finish a long line of research on incomplete markets without
random endowment. In [8], this work is extended to include bounded random endowment,
while [17] study the unbounded random endowment case. For utility functions on R in a
locally bounded semimartingale framework, [33] studies the case with no random endowment,
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while [32] handle the unbounded random endowment case. In [5], the authors study the non-
locally bounded semimartingale setting without random endowment and unify the framework
for utilities on R and R+.
Stability with respect to perturbations in the market price of risk for fixed volatility is
first studied in [27] for utility on R+ and later in [4] for exponential utility. Both works
consider risky assets with continuous price processes and no random endowment. For a
locally bounded asset and an investor with random endowment, [20] study a market stability
problem in which the financial market and random endowment stay fixed while the subjective
probability measure and utility function vary. A BSDE stability result is used in [13] to
study a specific stability problem for an exponential investor related to the indifference price
formulas derived in [14]. Using this BSDE stability result, [13]’s market stability result
extends to a case with a fixed market price of risk and a varying underlying correlation
factor between the traded and nontraded securities. In contrast to these previous works, we
seek to prove a stability result for a general utility function on R allowing for varying both
volatility and market price of risk in the presence of random endowment.
Stability is related to the concept of robustness with respect to a collection of probability
measures. Robustness in option pricing dates back to the uncertain volatility models (UVM)
of [3] and [29], who consider a range of possible volatilities and determine the best- and
worst-case option prices. In contrast to UVM, which seek to price claims in a complete
yet uncertain market, we seek to determine stability properties using indifference prices in
an incomplete market. With utility maximization, both the volatility and the drift impact
investors’ optimal trading decisions. In [11], [30], and [34], the authors consider robust
utility maximization problems, in which both the volatility and drift vary within a class of
subjective probability measures. Robust optimization seeks the best trading strategy in the
worst possible model, whereas our investor firmly believes in the specified subjective model,
and we seek to determine which of these models are stable.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a counterexample for a power
investor with unspanned stochastic volatility. Section 3 lays out the model assumptions and
states the main result. The proofs are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides a
counterexample showing the necessity of a nondegeneracy assumption and provides sufficient
conditions on the structure of the dual problem for this assumption to hold.
2 Stability Counterexample for Power Utility
When an investor’s preferences are described by utility on the positive real line and random
endowment is present, the admissibility condition provides an additional implicit constraint.
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As we will prove, this constraint can create a discontinuity in the value function and indiffer-
ence prices for markets with varying martingale drivers. The following are simple incomplete
Brownian models with a contingent claim that can only be replicated in the limiting market.
2.1 Market Model
We let B andW be independent Brownian motions on a filtered probability space (Ω,F ,F,P)
where F = (Ft)0≤t≤T is the natural filtration of (B,W ) completed with P-null sets and F =
FT . We consider stock market models, Sρ, with stochastic volatility indexed by correlation
parameter ρ ∈ (−1, 1) where
dSρt = µVtdt+
√
Vt
(√
1− ρ2dBt + ρdWt
)
, Sρ0 := 0,
dVt = κ (θ − Vt) dt + σ
√
VtdBt, V0 := 1.
(2.1)
The constants κ, θ, σ > 0 satisfy Feller’s condition, 2κθ ≥ σ2, which guarantees that there
exists a unique strong solution for V that is strictly positive for all ρ ∈ (−1, 1). The risky
asset Sρ is traded, whereas the stochastic volatility V is not traded. The dynamics of Sρ
are written in an arithmetic fashion, which can be viewed as the returns of a positive asset.
For our purposes, the outcome of trading is unchanged whether we consider arithmetic or
geometric specifications of the dynamics. For a fixed ρ, [23] studies the utility maximization
problem in the context of this model. Each ρ market also has a bank account with zero
interest rate.
A contingent claim f is defined by f := φ(BT ), where φ : R→ R is a bounded, continuous
function. The claim f is replicable in the ρ = 0 market; however, it is not replicable in any
other market. We define φmin := inf φ, which corresponds to the subreplication price of f
in the ρ 6= 0 markets (see Proposition 2.1 below). We allow for the possibility that φ is a
constant function, in which case the endowment f can be viewed as a deterministic initial
endowment.
Remark 2.1. Our model assumes that all markets share the same probability space and
filtration. In particular, we assume that both Brownian motions, B and W are observable
in each ρ market. However, suppose an investor in the ρ market can only observe the path
of the risky asset, Sρ. Then such an investor can also observe both B and W .3 Since the
quadratic variation of Sρ is observable and there exists a unique (positive) strong solution
to the SDE for V , we can observe V and B from 〈Sρ〉. Also from the observation of Sρ and
3Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for making this keen observation.
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V , we can determine (
√
1− ρ2B + ρW ), which allows the investor to observe both B and
W separately (for ρ 6= 0).
2.2 Optimal Investment Problem
An investor is modeled by power utility U(x) = xp/p for x ≥ 0 with p < 1 (p = 0 corresponds
to log). As a convention, U(x) = −∞ for x < 0. The investor begins with initial capital
x > −φmin. A progressively measurable process H is integrable if
∫ T
0
VtH
2
t dt < ∞, a.s. An
integrable H is called ρ-admissible if there exists a finite constant K = K(H) such that
(H · Sρ)t ≥ −K for all t ∈ [0, T ]. We define the primal optimization set by
C(ρ) := {(H · Sρ)T : H is ρ-admissible} .
For ρ ∈ (−1, 1), the primal value function is defined by
u(x, ρ) := sup
X∈C(ρ)
E [U (x+X + f)] , x > −φmin. (2.2)
Remark 2.2. For ρ = 0, u(·, 0) is well-defined for a larger x-domain than (−φmin,∞). Yet
the x-domain is tight for every ρ 6= 0. This discontinuity in the domains at ρ = 0 hints at
the issue of (dis)continuity with respect to ρ in the primal problem. See [8] for more details
on the primal domain definition.
For each ρ ∈ (−1, 1), we define the dual domain by
D(ρ) :=
{
measures Q ∼ P : E
[
dQ
dP
]
= 1 and EQ [X ] ≤ 0 ∀X ∈ C(ρ)
}
.
Lemma 5.2 in [7] shows that D(ρ) 6= ∅. Similar to [21], we have the following result, which
will be proven in Section 4.
Proposition 2.1. Let ρ 6= 0 be given. The subreplication price of f is φmin; that is,
inf
Q∈D(ρ)
EQ [φ(BT )] = φmin.
Moreover, for all x ∈ R and (H · Sρ)T ∈ C(ρ) such that x+ (H · Sρ)T + f ≥ 0, we have
x+ (H · Sρ)T ≥ −φmin . (2.3)
We consider a different optimization problem for ρ = 0 with an additional admissibility
constraint motivated by (2.3). For any x > −φmin, we define the admissibly-constrained
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primal optimization sets in the ρ = 0 market by
Cc(x) := {X ∈ C(0) : x+X ≥ −φmin} .
The corresponding admissibly-constrained primal value function is defined by
uc(x) := sup
X∈Cc(x)
E [U (x+X + f)] , x > −φmin. (2.4)
The following is the main result of the section. We note that when φ(z) = 0 for all z ∈ R,
we have that C(ρ = 0) for u(x, 0) corresponds to Cc(x), and u(x, 0) = uc(x) for x > −φmin.
In this case, the next theorem provides a stability result in the spirit of [27].
Theorem 2.2. Assume the market dynamics (2.1) and utility function U(x) = xp/p, for
x ≥ 0, with p < 1 (p = 0 corresponds to log). Assume the random endowment function φ
is continuous and bounded, and the initial endowment is x > −φmin. Let u and uc be as in
(2.2) and (2.4), respectively. Then,
lim
ρ→0
u(x, ρ) = uc(x) .
The proofs of Theorem 2.2 and its Corollary 2.4 (below) will follow in Section 4. The
corollary says that when φ is not constant, indifference prices for f do not converge to the
unique arbitrage-free price in the ρ = 0 market as ρ→ 0. For any ρ ∈ (−1, 1), we define the
value function without random endowment by
w(x, ρ) := sup
X∈C(ρ)
E [U (x+X)] , x > 0. (2.5)
Definition 2.3. Given x > −φmin and ρ ∈ (−1, 1), p = p(x, ρ) ∈ R is called the indifference
price for f at x in the ρ market if w(x+ p, ρ) = u(x, ρ).
Of course, for ρ = 0, the indifference price corresponds to the unique arbitrage-free price
for the bounded replicable claim, f . Also notice that since indifference prices are arbitrage-
free prices, then p(x, ρ) ≥ φmin for every x > −φmin.
Corollary 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 and for φ not constant: For x >
−φmin, the indifference prices for f do not converge to the arbitrage-free price in the ρ = 0
market. Indeed, lim supρ→0 p(x, ρ) < p(x, 0).
Remark 2.3. For the sake of clarity, emphasis is placed on the simplicity of the power in-
vestor’s problem. Some aspects can be generalized at the expense of more lengthy proofs
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and set-ups, e.g., a more general utility function or more general asset dynamics. For the
special case when f = 0, Theorem 2.2 can be extended to the more general market models of
Section 3 in order to generalize the value function convergence of Theorem 2.12 in [27] in the
varying volatility setting. The difficulty in generalizing beyond f = 0 stems from the need
for a dual conjugacy result for uc, which is not available in the literature due to the Inada
condition not being satisfied at x = 0 for the (ω-dependent) function x 7→ U(x+ f − φmin).
3 Utility Functions on R
Modeling investor preferences on the entire real line removes the fixed admissibility lower
bound, which prevents the degeneracy of Theorem 2.2 from occurring. The remainder of this
work is devoted to studying conditions that guarantee stability for real line utility functions.
Let (Ω,F ,F = (Ft)0≤t≤T ,P) be a filtered probability space with the filtration generated
by d-dimensional Brownian motion B = (B1, . . . , Bd). We assume that F is completed with
all P null sets and F = FT , for a fixed time horizon T ∈ (0,∞).
We consider a sequence of financial market models with stocks Sn valued in R, for 1 ≤
n ≤ ∞,
dSnt = λ
n
t |σnt |2 dt+ σnt dBt , Sn0 = 0. (3.1)
Letting Lp := {progressively measurable θ : ∫ T
0
|θt|pdt < ∞, a.s}, p = 1, 2, we require that
σn = (σn,1, . . . , σn,d) satisfies σn,i ∈ L2 for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and λn |σn|2 ∈ L1 for
1 ≤ n ≤ ∞. For 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, we define the local martingales Mn by
Mn := (σn,1 · B1) + . . .+ (σn,d · Bd),
so that the dynamics of Sn are of the form
dSnt = λ
n
t d 〈Mn〉t + dMnt , Sn0 = 0.
Additionally, we assume that λnσn,i ∈ L2 for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, so that (λn ·Mn) is well-
defined. We let Znt := E (−λn ·Mn)t, t ∈ [0, T ], denote each market’s minimal martingale
density process, where E(·) refers to the stochastic exponential. Each market is assumed to
have a bank account with a zero interest rate.
A sequence {Xn}n≥1 of semimartingales is said to converge to X in the semimartingale
topology provided that
sup
|θ|≤1
E [|(θ · (Xn −X))T | ∧ 1] −→ 0 as n→∞.
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Here, the supremum is taken over progressively measurable θ, which are bounded uniformly
by 1 in t and ω. We note that in the Brownian filtration, all progressively measurable
processes are predictable. The following assumptions capture the necessary market regularity
and the convergence of a sequence of markets.
Assumption 3.1. The collections {Mn}1≤n≤∞ and {(λn·Mn)}1≤n≤∞ satisfy the convergence
relations:
Mn −→ M∞ and (λn ·Mn) −→ (λ∞ ·M∞) in the semimartingale topology as n→∞.
The assumption that (λn ·Mn) −→ (λ∞ ·M∞) is similar to the appropriate topology
assumption of [27], whereas the convergence assumption on Mn is new since the previous
market stability work required the martingale components to remain constant.
Assumption 3.2. Each minimal martingale density process, Zn, for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, is a
P-martingale.
Under the minimal martingale measure Qn, where dQ
n
dP
= ZnT , S
n is a local martingale and
any P-local martingale N such that 〈N,Mn〉t = 0 for t ∈ [0, T ] remains a local martingale
under Qn. We refer to [12] for a survey on minimal martingale measures and their use in
mathematical finance.
Under Assumption 3.1, (λn ·Mn)T −→ (λ∞ ·M∞)T and 〈λn ·Mn〉T −→ 〈λ∞ ·M∞〉T in
probability as n→∞. Hence, ZnT −→ Z∞T in probability as n→∞. Under Assumption 3.2,
each Zn is a martingale, and so Scheffe’s Lemma implies the seemingly stronger fact that
ZnT −→ Z∞T in L1(P) as n→∞.
A further non-degeneracy assumption is needed on the limiting market in order to ensure
that randomness does not disappear in a degenerate way. A counterexample showing that
this condition is in some sense necessary is provided in Section 5.
Assumption 3.3. The dynamics of 〈M∞〉 are nondegenerate in that ∑di=1 (σ∞,it )2 6= 0 for
all t ∈ [0, T ], P-a.s.
Remark 3.1. Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are satisfied by the markets {Sρn}1≤n≤∞ of Section
2 for any ρn −→ ρ ∈ [−1, 1] as n→∞.
Finally, a contingent claim f ∈ L∞(P) is given and is independent of n ∈ N. We make
no assumption on the replicability of f at this time.
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3.1 Optimal Investment Problem
An investor is modeled by preferences U : R→ R, which is finite on the entire real line. U is
assumed to be continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly concave and satisfies
the Inada conditions at −∞ and +∞:
U ′(−∞) := lim
x→−∞
U ′(x) =∞ and U ′(+∞) := lim
x→∞
U ′(x) = 0. (3.2)
Additionally, we assume that U satisfies the reasonable asymptotic elasticity conditions of
[24] and [33]:
AE−∞(U) := lim inf
x→−∞
xU ′(x)
U(x)
> 1 and AE+∞(U) := lim sup
x→∞
xU ′(x)
U(x)
< 1 . (3.3)
The utility function’s Fenchel conjugate is defined by V (y) := supx∈R {U(x)− xy} for
y > 0. V is strictly convex and continuously differentiable. Without loss of generality, we
assume that U(0) > 0. When U(0) > 0, we have V (y) > 0 for all y > 0.
Similar to [27], [20], and [4], we make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.4. The collection of random variables {V (ZnT )}1≤n≤∞, where ZnT is the min-
imal martingale density for the Sn market, is uniformly integrable.
In [27], the authors show that Assumption 3.4 is both necessary and sufficient in the case
of complete markets. They study the stability problem with a utility function defined on the
positive real line, no random endowment, fixed volatility, and varying market price of risk;
see [27] Proposition 2.13. In an incomplete setting, they provide a counterexample to the
value function stability showing that in some sense Assumption 3.4 is necessary.
For 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, a process H is Sn-integrable if Hσn,i ∈ L2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Cauchy-
Schwartz’s inequality produces Hλn(σn,i)2 ∈ L1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. The Sn market’s admissible
strategies are defined by
Hnadm := {H : H is Sn-integrable, ∃K = K(H), (H · Sn)t ≥ −K, ∀t} .
The primal value function is defined by
un(x) := sup
H∈Hnadm
E [U (x+ (H · Sn)T + f)] , x ∈ R. (3.4)
Let Mn denote the set of probability measures Q such that Q ∼ P and Sn is a local
martingale under Q. We are primarily interested in such measures that have finite V -
entropy: E
[
V
(
dQ
dP
)]
<∞. LetMnV denote those measures Q ∈Mn having finite V -entropy.
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For 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, the dual value function is defined for the Sn market by
vn(y) := inf
Q∈Mn
V
E
[
V
(
y
dQ
dP
)
+ y
dQ
dP
f
]
, y > 0. (3.5)
At first glance, our definition of the dual value function differs from that of [32], who,
for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, consider the infimum over Q≪ P such that Sn is a Q-local martingale and
E[V (dQ
dP
)] < ∞. Assumptions 3.2 and 3.4 plus ZnT > 0 imply that MnV 6= ∅. In this case,
Theorem 1.1(iii) of [32] shows that the optimal dual element lies in the set MnV , and thus
the two dual value function definitions agree.
The primal admissible class of strategies is too small to attain a solution to the optimal
investment problem. However, the behavior of the value function is our primary interest,
rather than the behavior (or even attainability) of the optimizer. Using that f ∈ L∞(P)
and MnV 6= ∅, Theorem 1.2(i) of [32] implies that our definition of the primal value function
agrees with the definition of uE of [32]. Here, E = xn + f and E refers to the notation of the
aforementioned work.
By using [1] and [2], for 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, we can rewrite any Q ∈ MnV as dQdP = ZnTE(L)T ,
where L is a local martingale null at 0 such that 〈L,Mn〉t = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. We need
to make a further assumption in order to ensure a “nice” structure of the limiting market’s
dual domain. For n =∞, let B be defined by
B := {local martingales L :L0 = 0, 〈L,M∞〉t = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
∃ constant C = C(L), E(L)t ≤ C, ∀t ∈ [0, T ]} .
(3.6)
Assumption 3.5. For n =∞, the dual problem, (3.5), can be expressed as
v∞(y) = inf
L∈B
E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ] , y > 0,
where Z∞T is the minimal martingale density in the S
∞ market.
This assumption is non-trivial to verify in general due to the fact that V is increasing
strictly faster than linearly as y −→ +∞. It is mathematical in nature and ensures that the
dual optimizer does not vary “too much”. Section 5 provides two sufficient conditions. The
first condition covers the original motivation for our stability problem, where the contingent
claim is replicable in the (incomplete) limiting market but not replicable in any pre-limiting
market. In this case, the limiting market consists of a driving Brownian motion, a replicable
claim, and additional independent Brownian noise. The second condition makes no assump-
tions on the claim’s replicability; however, it requires exponential preferences and imposes a
mild BMO condition on the limiting market. Indeed, a BMO condition on the limiting mar-
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ket’s minimal martingale density ensures that the dual optimizer has controlled oscillations,
which implies Assumption 3.5. Similarly, [10] make use of a form of BMO regularity of some
dual element in order to establish BMO regularity of the optimal dual element.
The following is our main result.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that the sequence of markets satisfies Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4.
Suppose that the limiting market satisfies Assumptions 3.3 and 3.5. Then, for xn −→ x as
n→∞,
lim
n→∞
un(xn) = u∞(x).
Moreover, for yn −→ y > 0 as n→∞,
lim
n→∞
vn(yn) = v∞(y).
For 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, the value function without random endowment is defined by
wn(x) := sup
H∈Hnadm
E [U (x+ (H · Sn)T )] , x ∈ R. (3.7)
Definition 3.7. Given 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and x ∈ R, pn = pn(x) is called the indifference price
for f at x in the Sn market if wn(x+ pn) = un(x).
Corollary 3.8. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 3.6. Then for x ∈ R, the indifference
prices for f converge; that is, limn→∞ pn(x) = p∞(x).
Remark 3.2. The results in Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.8 remain true (with only minor
notational changes to the proofs) in the case with varying random endowment. Specifically,
the random endowments {fn}1≤n≤∞ corresponding to the {Sn}1≤n≤∞ markets need to satisfy
sup
n
‖fn‖L∞ <∞ and fn −→ f∞ in probability as n→∞ (3.8)
in order for the results to hold. This additional flexibility allows us to consider the case
of a varying quantity of contingent claims and also contingent claims that depend on the
individual markets. For example, if g : R→ R is bounded and continuous, then fn := g(SnT )
will satisfy (3.8).
Remark 3.3. The study of the optimal terminal wealths and the optimal dual elements is
typical in utility maximization in addition to properties of the value functions; however, it
is absent in the present work. When varying both the volatility and drift of the risky assets,
a major hurdle to stability is handling the change in the primal and dual feasible elements
from market to market. Here, we use the varying volatility as a tool for pricing financial
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securities via a “nearby” models with good properties, rather than using it for investment
advice. Because the study of optimal strategies is rather involved, it is beyond the scope of
the present work and would be an interesting question to address in future research.
Remark 3.4. A special case of stability with varying volatility is considered in [20] (see their
Remark 2.5). The authors consider a fixed risky asset with varying equivalent subjective
probability measures. However, this approach relies on the invertibility of the volatility
process in every market, which in particular implies completeness for all markets. In our
model, such measures would correspond to the risky asset laws, Pn := P ◦ (Sn)−1. Due to
the changes in the volatility structure with n, the laws Pn are nonequivalent in the present
work. Moreover, our results do not rely on completeness.
4 Proofs
We begin by proving the results from Section 2 for the power investor.
4.1 Dual Problems and Power Investor Proofs
We begin by proving Proposition 2.1. Example 1 of [21] uses the duality between L∞(P)
and L1(P) in order to establish a similar result when the contingent claim is independent of
the traded assets. Without independence, we cannot apply the duality result directly, and
instead we explicitly construct a sequence of martingale measures realizing the subreplication
price.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let ρ 6= 0 be given. We first seek to show that for all 0 < t′ < T ,
ess inf
Q∈D(ρ)
EQ[φ(BT )|Ft′] = φmin,
which implies that the subreplication price is φmin. Subsequently, we will show (2.3).
We fix t′ < T and let T ′ ∈ (t′, T ) and x ∈ R be given. Then Bρ := √1− ρ2B + ρW
and W ρ :=
√
1− ρ2W − ρB are orthogonal P-Brownian motions. Equivalently, we have
B =
√
1− ρ2Bρ − ρW ρ and W = ρBρ +
√
1− ρ2W ρ. Consider the local martingale Z
defined for t ∈ [0, T ] by
Zt := E
(
−µ
√
V ·Bρ
)
t
E
(
1
ρ
(
−µ
√
1− ρ2
√
V − x
T
+
ηI[T ′,T ]
T − T ′
)
·W ρ
)
t
,
where η := BT ′ − xT ′/T ∈ FT ′. In fact, Z is a martingale, which we verify by applying
Novikov’s condition locally. The following procedure is standard; see, e.g., Section 6.2 Ex-
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ample 3(a) in [28]. By Corollary 5.14 of [19], it suffices to find ∆ > 0 and tn := n∆ such
that for each n ≥ 1,
E
[
exp
(
1
2
∫ tn+1
tn
d 〈M〉u
)]
<∞, (4.1)
where Mt := −µ
(√
V · Bρ
)
t
+ 1
ρ
((
−µ√1− ρ2√V − x
T
+
ηI[T ′,T ]
T−T ′
)
·W ρ
)
t
for t ∈ [0, T ]. By
applying Cauchy-Schwartz to (4.1), it suffices to choose ∆ > 0 such that for each n ≥ 1, we
have
E
[
exp
(∫ tn+1
tn
µ2
ρ2
Vudu
)]
<∞ and E
[
exp
(
∆
η2
ρ2(T − T ′)
)]
<∞. (4.2)
Jensen’s Inequality and Tonelli’s Theorem imply that E
[
exp
(∫ tn+1
tn
µ2
ρ2
Vudu
)]
≤
E
[∫ tn+1
tn
exp
(
∆µ2
ρ2
Vu
)
du
∆
]
≤ E
[
exp
(
µ2
ρ2
∆VT
)]
. Thus, taking ∆ := ρ2min
(
κ
µ2σ2(1−e−κT )
, T−T
′
4T ′
)
yields (4.2).
We define Q ∈ D(ρ) by dQ
dP
:= ZT and the processes B
ρ
and W
ρ
by
B
ρ
t := B
ρ
t + µ
∫ t
0
√
Vu du
and
W
ρ
t := W
ρ
t +
µ
√
1− ρ2
ρ
∫ t
0
√
Vu du+
xt
ρT
− η
∫ t
0
I[T ′,T ]
ρ(T − T ′) .
By Girsanov’s Theorem, B
ρ
and W
ρ
are orthogonal Q-Brownian motions. Moreover, η =√
1− ρ2BρT ′ − ρW
ρ
T ′ , which implies that
BT =
(√
1− ρ2BρT − ρW
ρ
T
)
+ x−
(√
1− ρ2BρT ′ − ρW
ρ
T ′
)
.
Then, P-a.s.,
EQ [φ(BT ) | Ft′] = EQ
[
φ
((√
1− ρ2BρT − ρW
ρ
T
)
−
(√
1− ρ2BρT ′ − ρW
ρ
T ′
)
+ x
)
| Ft′
]
= EQ
[
φ
((√
1− ρ2BρT − ρW ρT
)
−
(√
1− ρ2BρT ′ − ρW ρT ′
)
+ x
)]
= EP [φ (BT − BT ′ + x)] .
The choice of T ′ ∈ (t′, T ) and x ∈ R is arbitrary, and therefore,
ess inf
Q∈D(ρ)
EQ [φ(BT ) | Ft′] = φmin. (4.3)
Finally, we suppose that x ∈ R and (H ·Sρ)T ∈ C(ρ) such that x+(H ·Sρ)T +φ(BT ) ≥ 0.
Then for all Q ∈ D(ρ), we have that (H · Sρ) is a lower-bounded Q-local martingale, and
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hence a Q-supermartingale. For all t′ < T , we have 0 ≤ x+ (H · Sρ)t′ + EQ [φ(BT )|Ft′]. By
(4.3) above, we have 0 ≤ x+ (H · Sρ)t′ + φmin. Continuity with respect to time and taking
t′ → T yields (2.3).
As is typical in convex optimization, we introduce the dual problem as tool for proving
Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4. For y > 0, define V (y) := supx>0 {U(x)− xy}. For U(x) =
xp/p, we have V (y) = 1−p
p
yp/(p−1). For y > 0 and z ≥ φmin, we define
Vc(y, z) := sup
x>−φmin
{U(x+ z)− xy} =

V (y) + yz, for y < U
′ (z − φmin) ,
U (z − φmin) + yφmin, otherwise.
We can then define a constrained form of the dual value function for ρ ∈ (−1, 1) by,
vc(y, ρ) := inf
Q∈D(ρ)
E
[
Vc
(
y
dQ
dP
, f
)]
, y > 0. (4.4)
For Zρt := E
(
−µ√V ·B
)
t
, t ∈ [0, T ], the random variable ZρT is the minimal martingale
density corresponding to the Sρ market. The martingale property of Zρ is shown in Lemma
5.2 of [7]. In particular, vc(y, ρ) <∞ for all y > 0 and ρ ∈ (−1, 1).
The constrained dual problem arises naturally from the endogenous primal admissibility
constraint (2.3). For ρ 6= 0, we could define a constrained primal problem, uρc = uρc(x) for
x > −φmin, and a corresponding constrained optimization set, Cρc (x), analogously to uc and
Cc(x) in the ρ = 0 case. In that case, we would have uρc(x) = u(x, ρ) for all x > −φmin by
(2.3), and (4.4) would be the natural candidate for its dual conjugate. Indeed, for ρ 6= 0,
[26] prove that the constrained form of the dual value function, (4.4), is in fact equal to the
dual value function as it is defined in [8], Equation (3.1). (See [26] Theorem 4.2.)
Remark 4.1. In [26], the authors consider the problem of facelifting, in which the primal and
dual value functions in the presence of unspanned random endowment are not continuous
with respect to time to maturity as the maturity decreases to 0. At first glance, our stability
problem differs from that of varying maturity. However, both problems have the property
that the random endowment is non-replicable in every pre-limiting market yet replicable in
the limit. This property allows for the admissibility constraint, (2.3), to appear endogenously
in the pre-limiting models, whereas (2.3) must be exogenously applied in the limiting model.
Lemma 4.1. Let the assumptions of the model be as in Theorem 2.2. For y > 0,
lim sup
ρ→0
vc(y, ρ) ≤ E
[
Vc(yZ
0
T , f)
]
,
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where Z0T is the minimal martingale density for the S
0 market.
Proof. One can show that {V (yZρT )}ρ is uniformly integrable, e.g., using the proof of Lemma
5.2 in [7]. For each ρ ∈ (−1, 1), Zρ is a martingale, and hence convergence in probability along
with Scheffe’s Lemma implies that ZρT −→ Z0T in L1(P) as ρ→ 0. Convergence in L1(P) plus
f ∈ L∞(P) implies that {ZρTf}ρ is uniformly integrable. Since Vc(yZρT , f) −→ Vc(yZ0T , f) in
probability as ρ→ 0 and
Vc(yZ
ρ
T , f) ≤ V (yZρT ) + yZρTf
for all ρ ∈ (−1, 1), Fatou’s Lemma implies
E
[
Vc
(
yZ0T , f
)] ≥ lim sup
ρ→0
E [Vc (yZ
ρ
T , f)]
≥ lim sup
ρ→0
vc(y, ρ).
Lemma 4.2. Let the assumptions of the model be as in Theorem 2.2. Let u and uc be as
defined in (2.2) and (2.4), respectively. For any x > −φmin, uc(x) ≤ lim infρ→0 u(x, ρ).
Before proving Lemma 4.2, we need two technical lemmas, which will again be used in the
proof of Theorem 3.6. While the notions of integrability are defined separately for Sections
2 and 3, the notions agree and are not referred to separately in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 below.
Lemma 4.3. Let X be a semimartingale and H be X-integrable. Suppose that there exists
K > 0 such that (H ·X)t ≥ −K for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Then for any δ > 0 there exists a sequence
of progressively measurable integrands {Hn}n≥1 such that for each n ≥ 1, Hn is uniformly
bounded in t and ω, while for all t ∈ [0, T ],
(Hn ·X)t ≥ −K − δ,
and (Hn ·X)T −→ (H ·X)T in probability as n→∞.
Proof. For n ≥ 1, we define the integrands Hn := HI{|H|≥n}, where IA denotes the indicator
function of a set A ⊂ Ω× [0, T ]. We define the stopping times
σn := inf {t ≤ T : (Hn ·X)t ≤ −K − δ} .
Then (HnI[0,σn] · X)t ≥ −K − δ for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Moreover, supt |((HnI − H) · X)t| −→ 0
in probability as n → ∞ by Lemma 4.11 and Remark (ii) following Definition 4.8 both in
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[6]. This convergence implies that P(σn = T ) −→ 1 and hence (Hn ·X)σn −→ (H ·X)T in
probability as n→∞. Considering the sequence {HnI[0,σn]}n≥1 yields the result.
Lemma 4.4. Let {Xn}n≥1 be a sequence of semimartingales such that Xn −→ X in the
semimartingale topology as n → ∞. Suppose that H is progressively measurable and uni-
formly bounded in t and ω and there exists a K > 0 such that (H · X)t ≥ −K for all
t ∈ [0, T ]. Then for any δ > 0, there exists a sequence {Hn}n≥1 such that for all n ≥ 1, Hn
is uniformly bounded in t and ω, for all t ∈ [0, T ],
(Hn ·Xn)t ≥ −K − δ,
and (Hn ·Xn)T −→ (H ·X)T in probability as n→∞.
Proof. SinceH is uniformly bounded and progressively measurable, it isX- andXn-integrable
for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, the definition of semimartingale convergence implies that
(H ·Xn) −→ (H ·X) in the semimartingale topology as n→∞. (4.5)
For n ≥ 1, we define the stopping times τn by
τn := inf {t ≤ T : (H ·Xn)n < −K − δ}
and let Hn := HI[0,τn]. By definition of τn, we have (H
n ·Xn)t ≥ −K − δ for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Using (4.5),
P(τn < T ) = P (∃ t′ < T : (H ·Xn)t′ < −K − δ)
≤ P
(
sup
t≤T
|(H · (Xn −X))t| > δ
)
+ P (∃ t′ ≤ T : (H ·X)t′ < −K)
= P
(
sup
t≤T
|(H · (Xn −X))t| > δ
)
+ 0
−→ 0 as n→∞.
Thus, (Hn ·Xn)T = (H ·Xn)τn −→ (H ·X)T in probability as n→∞.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let ε > 0 be given. Since uc is concave, it is continuous on the interior
of its domain, and hence we may choose x′ < x such that uc(x) < uc(x
′) + ε. We choose
(H · S0)T ∈ Cc(x′) such that uc(x′) ≤ E [U (x′ + (H · S0)T + f)] + ε.
We define δ := x−x
′
4
> 0. Since H is (ρ = 0)-admissible and x′ + (H · S0)T ≥ −φmin,
Lemma 4.3 provides us with a sequence of integrands {Hn}n≥1 such that for each n ≥ 1,
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Hn is bounded uniformly in t and ω while x′ + δ + (Hn · S0)t ≥ −φmin for all t ∈ [0, T ]. In
particular, for all n ≥ 1, (Hn · S0)T ∈ Cc(x′ + δ) ⊆ Cc(x), and we have the uniform lower
bound
U
(
x+ (Hn · S0)T + f
) ≥ U (x− x′ − δ + f − φmin) ≥ U (3
4
(x− x′)
)
> −∞.
Fatou’s Lemma implies that
uc(x) ≤ uc(x′) + ε
≤ E [U (x+ (H · S0)T + f)]+ 2ε
≤ lim inf
n→∞
E
[
U
(
x+ (Hn · S0)T + f
)]
+ 2ε,
which allows us to choose a sufficiently large n such that the integrand H˜ := Hn is uniformly
bounded in t and ω, (H˜ · S0)T ∈ Cc(x′ + δ) and
uc(x) ≤ E
[
U
(
x+ (H˜ · S0)T + f
)]
+ 3ε. (4.6)
Now that we have achieved sufficiently nice regularity of a nearly-optimal strategy, H˜ ,
we proceed by varying the parameter ρ. Let ρk −→ 0 be a sequence realizing the lim inf in
lim infρ→0 u(x, ρ). Since S
ρk −→ S0 in the semimartingale topology as k → ∞, Lemma 4.4
allows us to choose {H˜k}k≥1 such that for each k ≥ 1, H˜k is bounded uniformly in t and ω
while x′ + 2δ + (H˜k · Sρk)t ≥ −φmin. Moreover, (H˜k · Sρk)T −→ (H˜ · S0)T in probability as
k →∞. For every k ≥ 1, we have the uniform lower bound
U(x+ (H˜k · Sρk)T + f) ≥ U(x − x′ − 2δ + f − φmin) ≥ U(1
2
(x− x′)) > −∞.
Therefore by Fatou’s Lemma and (4.6) above,
uc(x) ≤ E
[
U
(
x+ (H˜ · S0)T + f
)]
+ 3ε
≤ lim inf
k→∞
E
[
U
(
x′ + (H˜k · Sρk)T + f
)]
+ 3ε
≤ lim inf
k→∞
E
[
U
(
x+ (H˜k · Sρk)T + f
)]
+ 3ε
≤ lim inf
k→∞
u(x, ρk) + 3ε
= lim inf
ρ→0
u(x, ρ) + 3ε.
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, the desired result holds.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix ρ 6= 0. For x > −φmin, X ∈ C(ρ) such that x + X ≥ −φmin,
y > 0, and Q ∈ D(ρ), we have
E [U(x+X + f)] ≤ E
[
Vc
(
y
dQ
dP
, f
)
+ y
dQ
dP
(x+X)
]
≤ E
[
Vc
(
y
dQ
dP
, f
)]
+ xy.
This strengthening of Fenchel’s inequality relies on the bound x + X ≥ −φmin in order to
replace V with Vc(·, f). Next, we take the supremum over all X ∈ C(ρ) with x+X ≥ −φmin
and the infimum over all Q ∈ D(ρ), which yields that for any x > −φmin and y > 0,
u(x, ρ) ≤ vc(y, ρ) + xy.
This inequality along with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 shows that for any x > −φmin and y > 0,
uc(x) ≤ lim inf
ρ→0
u(x, ρ) ≤ lim sup
ρ→0
vc(y, ρ) + xy ≤ E[Vc(yZ0T , f)] + xy . (4.7)
Next, we show that uc(·) and vc(·, 0) are conjugates. We let y > 0 be given and define the
candidate optimal terminal wealth Xˆ by
Xˆ :=

−V
′(yZ0T )− f , if yZ0T ≤ U ′(f − φmin),
−φmin , otherwise.
For dQ
0
dP
:= Z0T = E(−µ
√
V · B)T , we have that Xˆ ∈ L2(Q0). By martingale representation
and the strict positivity of
√
V by the Feller condition, we may write Xˆ = EQ
0
[Xˆ ]+(H ·S0)T
for some integrable H . Since Xˆ ≥ −φmin and (H · S0) is a Q0-martingale, we know that
(H · S0)t ≥ −φmin − EQ0 [Xˆ ] > −∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Thus, H is S0-admissible.
We define xˆ := EQ
0
[Xˆ ] > −φmin so that Xˆ − xˆ ∈ Cc(xˆ). For any y > 0,
E
[
Vc
(
yZ0T , f
)]
= E
[
U
(
Xˆ + f
)
− yZ0T Xˆ
]
= E
[
U
(
Xˆ + f
)]
− yxˆ
≤ sup
x>−φmin
{
sup
X∈Cc(x)
E [U(x +X + f)]− yx
}
= sup
x>−φmin
{uc(x)− xy} .
Since the other direction of the inequality holds by (4.7), we obtain that for any y > 0,
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E[Vc(yZ
0
T , f)] = supx>−φmin {uc(x)− xy}. Since uc(·) is concave and upper semicontinuous
on (−φmin,∞), we have uc(x) = infy>0 {E[Vc(yZ0T , f)] + xy} for x > −φmin. Strict convexity
of y 7→ E[Vc(yZ0T , f)] implies the differentiability of uc(·). (See, e.g., Proposition 6.2.1 on
page 40 of [16].) Now for any x > −φmin, choosing y = ddxuc(x) yields equality in (4.7).
Finally, we show that indifference prices do not converge as ρ→ 0.
Proof of Corollary 2.4. Let x > −φmin be given. For any ρ ∈ (−1, 1), w(x, ρ) = w(x, 0).
Suppose that for ρn −→ 0, we have p(x, ρn) −→ p¯ as n → ∞. By being the limit of
arbitrage-free prices in the {ρn}n models, we must have p¯ ∈ [inf φ, supφ].
Using that φ is not constant, for x > −φmin, we first note that uc(x) < u(x, 0). This result
can be obtained, for example, by Theorem 2.2 of [24] and f ’s replicability in the S0 market,
which imply that u(x, 0) = E
[
U(I( ∂
∂x
u(x, 0)Z0T ))
]
where P
(
I( ∂
∂x
u(x, 0)Z0T ) < f − φmin
)
> 0.
By Theorem 2.2,
lim
n
u(x, ρn) = uc(x) < u(x, 0) = w(x+ p(x, 0), 0).
Taking f = 0 in Theorem 2.2 and using the concavity of w(·, ρ) for every ρ ∈ (−1, 1), we
have that w(·, ρ) −→ w(·, 0) uniformly on compacts in (−φmin,∞) as ρ→ 0. Thus,
lim
n
w(x+ p(x, ρn), ρn) = w(x+ p¯, 0),
which implies that w(x + p¯, 0) < w(x + p(x, 0), 0). Since w(·, 0) is strictly increasing, we
conclude that p¯ < p(x, 0).
4.2 Proof of the Main Result
The proof of the main result, Theorem 3.6, follows Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7 (below), which
establish lower and upper semicontinuity-type results for the sequence of primal and dual
value functions, respectively.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that the sequence of markets satisfies Assumption 3.1, and M∞V 6= ∅.
Then for x ∈ R and xn −→ x as n→∞,
u∞(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
un(xn) .
Significant difficulty in proving Lemma 4.5 stems from the nonequivalence of markets
(the martingale drivers, Mn, differ). The idea behind the proof of Lemma 4.5 is that since
the pre-limiting markets are “close” to the S∞ market, strategies in the S∞ market are
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“close” to being strategies in the pre-limiting markets. This idea will be made precise by
appropriate approximation and stopping. First, we need a helper lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Under Assumption 3.1, Sn −→ S∞ in the semimartingale topology as n→∞.
Proof. Since Mn −→ M∞ in the semimartingale topology as n → ∞, it remains to show
that (λn · 〈Mn〉) −→ (λ∞ · 〈M∞〉) in the semimartingale topology. We seek to show
An :=
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
∣∣λn(σn,i)2 − λ∞(σ∞,i)2∣∣ dt −→ 0 in probability as n→∞, (4.8)
which will then imply the desired result.
The mapping X 7→ 〈X〉 is continuous in the space of semimartingales with respect to
semimartingale convergence, and so Assumption 3.1 implies:
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
(
σn,i − σ∞,i)2 dt −→ 0 in probability as n→∞, (4.9)
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
(
λnσn,i − λ∞σ∞,i)2 dt −→ 0 in probability as n→∞. (4.10)
Let {An}n∈N be a subsequence of {An}n∈N, where for notational convenience we denote
the subsequence index N as an infinite subset of N. We choose a further subsequence
{An}n∈N ′, where N ′ ⊂ N , such that the convergence in (4.9) and (4.10) occurs P-a.s. as
n→∞ for n ∈ N ′.
We define the random variable
q := sup
n∈N ′
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
((
σn,i
)2
+
(
λnσn,i
)2)
dt.
The almost-sure convergence along the subsequence N ′ implies that q < ∞, P-a.s., which
allows us to define the equivalent probability measure dQ
dP
:= e
−q
EP[e−q]
. Under Q, we have more
regularity of elements in N ′; in particular,
d∑
i=1
(
σn,i − σ∞,i)2 + (λnσn,i − λ∞σ∞,i)2 −→ 0 in L1(Q× Leb) as N ′ ∋ n→∞, (4.11)
where Leb denotes the Lebesgue measure on [0, T ]. Hence, {∑di=1(1 + (λn)2)(σn,i)2}n∈N ′ is
(Q×Leb)-uniformly integrable. Since∑di=1 |λn(σn,i)2−λ∞(σ∞,i)2| ≤∑di=1[(1+(λn)2)(σn,i)2+
(1+(λ∞)2)(σ∞,i)2] for all n ≥ 1 and by (4.11),∑di=1 |λn(σn,i)2−λ∞(σ∞,i)2| −→ 0 in (Q×Leb)-
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measure as n→∞, we have that
d∑
i=1
∣∣λn(σn,i)2 − λ∞(σ∞,i)2∣∣ −→ 0 in L1(Q× Leb) as N ′ ∋ n→∞.
Now we choose a further subsequence {An}n∈N ′′, where N ′′ ⊆ N ′, such that
d∑
i=1
∫ T
0
∣∣λn(σn,i)2 − λ∞(σ∞,i)2∣∣ −→ 0 Q-a.s. as N ′′ ∋ n→∞,
and note that this convergence also holds P-a.s. by the equivalence of P and Q. Thus, we
have shown that for all subsequences {An}n∈N , N ⊆ N, there exists a further subsequence
{An}n∈N ′′, N ′′ ⊆ N , such that
∑d
i=1
∫ T
0
|λn(σn,i)2 − λ∞(σ∞,i)2| −→ 0 P-a.s. for n ∈ N ′′ as
n→∞. Therefore, (4.8) holds, which completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. First, we show that the supremum in the limiting primal optimiza-
tion problem, (3.4), can be taken over all admissible wealth processes whose integrands are
bounded. Let H ∈ H∞adm be given, and let K ∈ (0,∞) be such that (H · S∞)t ≥ −K for all
t ∈ [0, T ]. Lemma 4.3 provides us with a sequence of integrands {Hn}n≥1 such that for each
n ≥ 1, Hn is bounded uniformly in t and ω while (Hn · S∞)t ≥ −2K for all t ∈ [0, T ] and
(Hn · S∞)T −→ (H · S∞)T in probability as n→ ∞. In particular, (Hn · S∞) ∈ H∞adm with
{(Hn · S∞)}n≥1 sharing the same lower admissibility bound, −2K. By Fatou’s Lemma,
E [U (x+ (H · S∞)T + f)] ≤ lim inf
n
→∞E [U (x+ (Hn · S∞)T + f)] .
Therefore, it suffices to take the supremum in (3.4) over all H˜ ∈ H∞adm such that H˜ is
uniformly bounded in t and ω. That is,
u∞(x) = sup
H˜∈H∞adm,H˜ bdd
E
[
U
(
x+ (H˜ · S∞)T + f
)]
. (4.12)
Now let H˜ ∈ H∞adm be given such that H˜ is uniformly bounded in t and ω by a constant
K ∈ (0,∞). Even though H˜ is S∞-admissible and Sn-integrable for every n, it is not
necessarily admissible for each Sn market. Using Lemma 4.4, we mitigate this issue by
choosing {H˜n}n≥1 such that for each n ≥ 1, H˜n is bounded uniformly in t and ω while
(H˜n · Sn)t ≥ −3K for all t ∈ [0, T ] and (H˜n · Sn)T −→ (H˜ · S∞)T in probability as n→∞.
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Applying Fatou’s Lemma gives us that
E
[
U(x+ (H˜ · S∞)T + f)
]
≤ lim inf
n→∞
E
[
U(xn + (H˜
n · Sn)T + f)
]
≤ lim inf
n→∞
un(xn).
Taking the supremum over all uniformly bounded H˜ ∈ H∞adm, as in (4.12), yields the result.
We next proceed to the second main lemma, which establishes an upper-semicontinuity
result for the dual problem.
Lemma 4.7. Let the assumptions of the model be as in Theorem 3.6. Then for {yn}1≤n<∞ ⊆
(0,∞) such that yn −→ y > 0 as n→∞,
v∞(y) ≥ lim sup
n→∞
vn(yn) .
Using Assumption 3.5, the following lemma will further refine the collection B over which
the infimum is taken in the limiting market’s dual problem. We define B′ by
B′ := {L ∈ B :∃ constants c = c(L), d = d(L),
0 < c ≤ E(L)t ≤ d <∞, ∀t ∈ [0, T ], and 〈L〉T ≤ d}
(4.13)
The following lemma builds on Corollary 3.4 in [27].
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that the limiting market’s dual problem satisfies Assumption 3.5 and
that E[V (Z∞T )] <∞, where Z∞T is the minimal martingale density for S∞. Let B′ be defined
as in (4.13). Then for y > 0,
v∞(y) = inf
L∈B′
E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ] .
Proof. The first part of the proof is based on the proof of Corollary 3.4 of [27]. Let L ∈ B
be given. By the convexity of V , we have
E
[
V
(
yZ∞T
(
1
n
+
n− 1
n
E(L)T
))
+ yZ∞T
(
1
n
+
n− 1
n
E(L)T
)
f
]
≤ 1
n
E [V (yZ∞T ) + yZ
∞
T f ] +
n− 1
n
E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ]
−→ E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ] as n→∞,
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because V (yZ∞T ) ∈ L1(P) by the assumption that E[V (Z∞T )] <∞ and reasonable asymptotic
elasticity, (3.3). For each n ≥ 1, we let Ln denote the element Ln ∈ B such that 1
n
+n−1
n
E(L) =
E(Ln).
Let ε > 0 be given, and choose N sufficiently large such that
E
[
V
(
yZ∞T E(LN)T
)
+ yZ∞T E(LN)Tf
] ≤ E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ] + ε.
We define the sequence of stopping times {τk}1≤k<∞ by τk := inf
{
t ≤ T : 〈LN〉
t
≥ k}.
Then (LN )τk ∈ B′ for each k. By continuity of LN and finiteness of 〈LN〉
T
, we have that
E(LN)τk −→ E(LN)T in probability as k → ∞. Scheffe’s Lemma implies that the L1(P) −
limk Z
∞
T E(LN)τk = Z∞T E(LN)T , which implies that limk E
[
yZ∞T E(LN)τk f
]
= E
[
yZ∞T E(LN)Tf
]
.
Convergence in probability of
{E(LN)τk}1≤k<∞ also implies that V (yZ∞T E(LN)τk) −→
V (yZ∞T E(LN)T ) in probability as k → ∞. Let C be the bound on E(LN) from above
given to us in definition of B. Since 1
N
≤ E(LN)t ≤ C for all t, we have for all k that
V (yZ∞T E(LN)τk) ≤ max
(
V ( 1
N
Z∞T ), V (CZ
∞
T )
)
, where max
(
V ( 1
N
Z∞T ), V (CZ
∞
T )
)
is in L1(P)
by reasonable asymptotic elasticity, (3.3). Thus, V (yZ∞T E(LN)τk) −→ V (yZ∞T E(LN )T ) in
L1(P) as k →∞.
We may choose K sufficiently large so that E
[
V
(
yZ∞T E(LN)τK
)
+ yZ∞T E(LN)τKf
] ≤
E
[
V
(
yZ∞T E(LN)T
)
+ yZ∞T E(LN)Tf
]
+ ε, which then implies that
E
[
V
(
yZ∞T E(LN)τK
)
+ yZ∞T E(LN)τK f
] ≤ E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)T f ] + 2ε.
Since ε > 0 and L ∈ B are arbitrary, Assumption 3.5 allows us to conclude the desired
result.
Establishing an upper-semicontinuity property for the dual problem is difficult because
with small changes in the limiting market, we must produce a dual element of a pre-limiting
market with appropriately small changes. Using the Kunita-Watanabe decomposition, we
decompose elements L ∈ B′ in terms of strongly orthogonal components based on the vary-
ing martingale drivers, Mn. See [25] for more general coverage of the Kunita-Watanabe
decomposition.
A P-local martingale, N , is said to be in H20 (P) provided N0 = 0 and E[〈N〉T ] < ∞, in
which case N is a martingale. A sequence of martingales {Nn}1≤n<∞ ⊆ H20 (P) converges to
N in H20 (P) if E[〈Nn −N〉T ] −→ 0 as n → ∞. We say that two local martingales, M and
N , are strongly orthogonal if 〈M,N〉t = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Lemma 4.9. Let {Mn}1≤n≤∞ be local martingales such thatMn −→M∞ in the semimartin-
gale topology as n → ∞, and suppose that M∞ satisfies Assumption 3.3. Let L ∈ H20 (P)
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be strongly orthogonal to M∞, and for 1 ≤ n < ∞, decompose L into its (unique) Kunita-
Watanabe decomposition,
L = Ln + (Hn ·Mn),
where Ln and (Hn ·Mn) are in H20 (P) and Ln is strongly orthogonal to Mn. Then Ln −→ L
in H20 (P) as n→∞.
Proof. The filtration F = (Ft)0≤t≤T is the (P-completed) filtration generated by the d-
dimensional Brownian motion (B1, . . . , Bd) on (Ω,F ,F,P) with F = FT . For notational
concreteness, we denote
L = (ν1 ·B1) + . . .+ (νd ·Bd),
for νk ∈ L2, 1 ≤ k ≤ d. For x = (x1, . . . , xd),y = (y1, . . . , yd) ∈ Rd, we let |x| denote the
Euclidean norm, |x| :=√x21 + · · ·+ x2d, and let the inner product be x·y := x1y1+. . .+xdyd.
We define the vector ν := (ν1, . . . , νd).
For 1 ≤ n <∞, we define
Hn :=
ν·σn
|σn|2 I{|σn|6=0}.
Then Hn is progressively measurable and Mn-integrable with (Hn · Mn) ∈ H20(P). We
define Ln := L − (Hn ·Mn) ∈ H20 (P). Ln and Mn are strongly orthogonal, and thus L =
Ln + (Hn ·Mn) is the Kunita-Watanabe decomposition for L with respect to Mn. Since Ln
and Mn are strongly orthogonal, Ln −→ L in H20 (P) if and only if (Hn ·Mn) −→ 0 in H20 (P)
as n→∞. Hence, we seek to show that E[〈Hn ·Mn〉T ] = E
[∫ T
0
(ν·σn)2
|σn|2
I{|σn|6=0}dt
]
−→ 0 as
n→∞.
Since L ∈ H20 (P), we have for 1 ≤ n <∞,
(ν·σn)2
|σn|2 I{|σn|6=0} ≤ |ν|
2 ∈ L1(P× Leb).
The assumption that Mn −→ M∞ in the semimartingale topology as n → ∞ implies that
for 1 ≤ k ≤ d, σn,k −→ σ∞,k in (P× Leb)-measure as n→∞. Since 〈L,M∞〉 = 0, we have
that ν·σ∞ = 0 (P × Leb)-a.e. Assumption 3.3 ensures that |σ∞| 6= 0 (P × Leb)-a.e., and
hence,
(ν·σn)2
|σn|2 I{|σn|6=0} −→ 0 in (P× Leb)-measure as n→∞.
Thus dominated convergence implies that E[〈Hn ·Mn〉T ] −→ 0 as n→∞, which completes
the proof of the claim.
Proof of Lemma 4.7. We let B′ be defined as in (4.13) and let L ∈ B′ be given. Let K ∈
(0,∞) be the constant given in the definition of B′ such that |Lt| ≤ K for all t and 〈L〉T ≤ K.
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We let Ln be given as in Lemma 4.9. Then Ln −→ L in H20 as n→∞. For 1 ≤ n <∞,
define stopping times τn := inf{t ≤ T : |Lnt − Lt| ≥ 1 or 〈Ln〉t ≥ K + 1}. The H20 (P)
convergence of {Ln}1≤n<∞ implies that 〈Ln〉T −→ 〈L〉T in L1(P) as n → ∞, while the
Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities additionally give us that P(supt |Lnt − Lt| ≥ 1) −→ 0
as n → ∞. Hence, P(τn = T ) −→ 1 as n → ∞. We conclude that Lnτn −→ LT and
〈Ln〉τn −→ 〈L〉T in probability as n→∞, which yields
E(Ln)τn −→ E(L)T in probability as n→∞.
Furthermore, the definition of τn provides upper and lower bounds on E(Ln)τn , which are
independent of n:
e−2K−2 ≤ E(Ln)τn ≤ eK+1. (4.14)
Such uniform bounds and the choice of the Lns are made possible by the choice of L ∈ B′.
For 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞, Zn is a martingale by Assumption 3.2, and by Fatou’s Lemma, 1 =
E[Z∞T ] ≤ lim infn→∞E[ZnT ] = 1. Hence, limn→∞E[ZnT ] = E[Z∞T ]. Scheffe’s Lemma then
implies that ZnT −→ Z∞T in L1(P) as n → ∞, and in particular, {ZnT}1≤n≤∞ is uniformly
integrable. By (4.14) and since f ∈ L∞(P), we have that
0 ≤ ynZnTE(Ln)τnf ≤
(
sup
m
ym
)
eK+1‖f‖∞ZnT ,
which implies that {ynZnTE(Ln)τnf}1≤n≤∞ is uniformly integrable. Convergence in probabil-
ity and uniform integrability imply that
ynZ
n
TE(Ln)τnf −→ yZ∞T E(L)Tf in L1(P) as n→∞.
We use (4.14) again in order to obtain uniform integrability of the remaining term in the
dual value function. As mentioned in Assumption 1.2(i) of [32], the reasonable asymptotic
elasticity condition (3.3) along with the U(0) > 0 is equivalent to the following: for all λ > 0
there exists C > 0 such that V (λy) ≤ CV (y) for all y ≥ 0. Then for 1 ≤ n <∞,
0 ≤ V (ynZnTE(Ln)τn)
≤ V (ynZnT eK+1) I{ynZnT E(Ln)τn≥U ′(0)} + V (ynZnT e−2K−2) I{ynZnT E(Ln)τn<U ′(0)}
≤ V
((
sup
m
ym
)
eK+1ZnT
)
+ V
((
inf
m
ym
)
e−2K−2ZnT
)
≤ (C1 + C2)V (ZnT ),
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where C1, C2 are the constants produced by the reasonable asymptotic elasticity of U . The
constants C1, C2 depend on the choice of L, K, infm ym, and supm ym but not on n. Assump-
tion 3.4 now guarantees the uniform integrability of {V (ynZnTE(Ln)τn)}1≤n<∞. Convergence
in probability and uniform integrability imply that V (ynZ
n
TE(Ln)τn) −→ V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) in
L1(P) as n→∞. Finally, we have
E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ] = lim
n
E [V (ynZ
n
TE(Ln)τn) + ynZnTE(Ln)τnf ] ≥ lim sup
n
vn(yn).
Taking the infimum over all L ∈ B′ and applying Lemma 4.8 yields v∞(y) ≥ lim supn vn(yn).
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We first note that the assumption that M∞V 6= ∅ of Lemma 4.5 is
satisfied by Assumption 3.4. For xn −→ x ∈ R and y = y(x), Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7 imply
u∞(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
un(xn) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
vn(y) + xny ≤ v∞(y) + xy = u∞(x). (4.15)
The last equality can be shown by Theorem 1.1 of [32] by taking E = x+f and y = E
[
dµˆ(x)
dP
]
.
Here, E and µˆ(x) refer to the notation used in [32].
Moreover, the inequality chain (4.15) shows that for y > 0, vn(y) −→ v∞(y) as n →∞.
For yn −→ y > 0, we also have that vn(yn) −→ v∞(y) as n → ∞ because the convexity of
each vn implies that vn −→ v∞ uniformly on compacts in (0,∞) as n→∞.
Proof of Corollary 3.8. Let {pnk(x)}1≤k<∞ be a convergent subsequence of {pn(x)}1≤n<∞
with limk pnk(x) = p ∈ R. By Theorem 3.6,
u∞(x) = lim
k
unk(x),
while wnk(x + pnk(x)) = unk(x) for each k ≥ 1 by the definition of the indifference price.
Next, we take the contingent claim to be 0 and note that limk x + pnk(x) = x + p, which
allows us to conclude from Theorem 3.6 that
w∞(x+ p) = lim
k
wnk(x+ pnk(x)),
which implies that p = p∞(x). Since f ∈ L∞(P), {pn(x)}n is bounded, hence any subsequence
has a further subsequence that converges to p∞(x). Therefore, limn pn(x) exists and equals
p∞(x).
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5 Examples
The first example shows that Assumption 3.3 is necessary in the sense that its absence can
allow Theorem 3.6’s conclusion to fail. The example is constructed in a very simple setting,
but the same idea can generate more complex counterexamples whenever Assumption 3.3
fails.
Example 5.1. Let d = 1, so that the probability space is generated by a 1-dimensional
Brownian motion, B. We define the martingales Mn := 1
n
B for 1 ≤ n < ∞ and M∞ := 0.
Let λn := 0 for all 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ so that S∞t = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ] and for 1 ≤ n < ∞, Sn has
the dynamics
dSn =
1
n
dB, Sn0 = 0.
The stock markets satisfy Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, but the limiting market does not satisfy
Assumption 3.3.
Let the contingent claim be given by f := I{BT≥0}. By Itoˆ’s representation theorem and
the boundedness of f , there exists a progressively measurable H such that E[
∫ T
0
H2t dt] <∞
and f = 1
2
+ (H ·B)T . Moreover, (H · B) is bounded since for all t ∈ [0, T ],
(H · B)t = E [(H · B)T | Ft] = E
[
f − 1
2
| Ft
]
∈
[
−1
2
,
1
2
]
, P-a.s..
Hence, we can conclude by Theorem 2.1 of [33] that for all 1 ≤ n <∞ and x ∈ R,
un(x) = U
(
x+
1
2
)
.
Yet for all x ∈ R, Jensen’s inequality implies that u∞(x) = E [U (x+ f)] < U
(
x+ 1
2
)
.
The following two examples provide sufficient conditions on the limiting market for As-
sumption 3.5 to hold.
Example 5.2. This example covers the original motivation for this work, where the con-
tingent claim is replicable in the (possibly incomplete) limiting market. In this case, the
limiting market consists of a driving Brownian motion, a replicable claim, and additional
independent Brownian noise.
Recall that (B1, . . . , Bd) is the d-dimensional Brownian motion generating the completed
filtration, F = (Ft)0≤t≤T . Let (F1t )0≤t≤T denote the filtration generated by B1, completed
with all P-null sets. The risky asset, S∞, has dynamics as in (3.1) and is (F1t )0≤t≤T -adapted.
The contingent claim, f ∈ L∞(Ω,F1T ,P), is replicable: there exists an S∞-integrable H and
constant c such that f = c+ (H · S∞)T .
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose that S∞ is (F1t )0≤t≤T -adapted with dynamics (3.1) and satisfies
Assumption 3.3. Suppose that f ∈ L∞(Ω,F1T ,P) is replicable. Then Assumption 3.5 is
satisfied.
Proof. Let y > 0 and Q ∈ M∞V be given. Write dQdP = Z∞T E(L)T for its Radon-Nikodym
density. We have that Z∞T ∈ F1T , while Assumption 3.3 implies that 〈L,B1〉t = 0 for
t ∈ [0, T ]. Note that E[E(L)T |F1T ] = 1, P-a.s., since
1 = E[Z∞T E(L)T ] = E[Z∞T E[E(L)T |F1T ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤E[E(L)0|F1T ] = 1
] ≤ E[Z∞T ] = 1,
with equality holding if and only if E[E(L)T |F1T ] = 1, P-a.s. By Jensen’s inequality,
E[V (yZ∞T E(L)T )] = E
[
E
[
V (yzE(L)T )|F1T
] |z=Z∞
T
]
≥ E [V (yzE [E(L)T |F1T ])|z=Z∞T ]
= E[V (yZ∞T )].
Since f is bounded and replicable, Q 7→ E[dQ
dP
f ] is constant onM∞. Hence, for all Q ∈ M∞V ,
E[V (yZ∞T )+yZ
∞
T f ] ≤ E
[
V
(
y dQ
dP
)
+ y dQ
dP
f
]
, which implies that Z∞T is the density of the dual
minimizer, and so Assumption 3.5 is satisfied.
Example 5.4 (Exponential Investors). For the exponential investor, Assumption 3.5 is
satisfied, under an easier-to-verify BMO assumption. We refer to [22] for additional details
on BMO martingales.
Definition 5.5. A P-local martingale N is said to be in BMO(P) if
sup
τ
∥∥EP [|NT −Nτ | |Fτ ]∥∥∞ <∞,
where the supremum is taken over stopping times τ ≤ T .
Assumption 5.6. (λ∞ ·M∞) ∈ BMO(P).
For the remainder of this section, we let U(x) = − exp(−αx) for a positive constant α.
The conjugate to U is V (y) = y
α
(
log y
α
− 1), y > 0. We have the following relationships for
c ∈ R and y > 0:
V ′(cy) = V ′(y) +
1
α
log c, (5.1)
V (y) + yc = y
(
V ′(yeαc)− 1
α
)
. (5.2)
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For a set A ∈ F and random variableX ∈ L1(P), we adopt the notation E[X ;A] := E[XIA] =∫
A
XdP.
Theorem 5.7. Let U(x) = − exp(−αx) for a positive constant α and assume that As-
sumption 5.6 holds. Let Q∞ denote the minimal martingale measure, dQ
∞
dP
:= Z∞T =
E(−λ∞ ·M∞)T , and suppose that Q∞ ∈M∞V . Then Assumption 3.5 is satisfied.
Proof. Let x ∈ R and Z∞T E(L)T = E(−(λ∞ ·M∞) + L)T ∈ M∞V be the dual optimizer for
the dual problem (3.5) with n =∞ and y := u′∞(x). For 1 ≤ n <∞, we define the stopping
times τn := inf{t ≤ T : E(L)t ≥ n}. Using that V (0) = 0 and the definition of τn, it is
not difficult to verify that each probability density Z∞T E(L)τn corresponds to a martingale
measure in M∞V .
Theorem 2.1 of [18] implies that there exists an S∞-integrable Hˆ such that Hˆ is optimal
for (3.4) with n =∞ and (Hˆ · S∞) is a martingale with respect to every measure Q ∈ M∞V .
The process Hˆ is a permissible wealth process (in the S∞ market), rather than an admissible
wealth process; see [32] Definition 1.1 for details. Proposition 4.1 from [32] implies that
x + (Hˆ · S∞)T + f = −V ′ (yZ∞T E(L)T ). Hence, for any Q ∈ M∞V , (5.1) with c = x implies
that
E
[
dQ
dP
V ′
(
yZ∞T E(L)T eαf
)]
= E
[
Z∞T E(L)TV ′
(
yZ∞T E(L)T eαf
)]
. (5.3)
Then,
0 ≤ E [V (yZ∞T E(L)τn) + yZ∞T E(L)τnf ]− v∞(y)
= E [V (yZ∞T E(L)τn) + yZ∞T E(L)τnf ]− E [V (yZ∞T E(L)T ) + yZ∞T E(L)Tf ]
= E
[
yZ∞T E(L)τnV ′(yZ∞T E(L)τneαf )− yZ∞T E(L)TV ′(yZ∞T E(L)Teαf )
]
by (5.2)
= E
[
yZ∞T E(L)τn
(
V ′(yZ∞T E(L)τneαf )− V ′(yZ∞T E(L)T eαf )
)]
by (5.3)
=
y
α
E [Z∞T E(L)τn (log E(L)τn − log E(L)T )] by (5.1)
=
y
α
EQ
∞
[
n log
(
n
E(L)T
)
; {τn < T}
]
=
y
α
(
n log nQ∞(τn < T )− nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {τn < T}]
)
.
In order to show Assumption 3.5, it now suffices to show
n lognQ∞(τn < T )− nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {τn < T}] −→ 0 as n→∞. (5.4)
Showing n lognQ∞ (τn < T ) −→ 0 as n→∞ will employ Doob’s submartingale inequality,
whereas nEQ
∞
[log E(L)T ; {τn < T}] −→ 0 relies on the assumption that (λ∞ · M∞) ∈
BMO(P).
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Let φ(y) := y log y. We have that φ is convex, φ ≥ −1/e, and φ is increasing on [1/e,∞).
Using that Z∞T E(L)T is the dual optimizer, it is not difficult to check that φ(E(L)t) ∈ L1(Q∞)
for each t ∈ [0, T ]. Convexity of φ implies that φ(E(L)) is a Q∞-submartingale. (Note that
E(L) is a Q∞-martingale since EQ∞ [E(L)T ] = EP[Z∞T E(L)T ] = 1.)
For a process Y , we let Y ∗ := sup0≤t≤T Yt. For any n > 1,
E(L)∗ ≥ n if and only if φ(E(L))∗ = (E(L) log E(L))∗ ≥ n log n.
Doob’s submartingale inequality implies that for n > 1,
n lognQ∞(E(L)∗ ≥ n) = n lognQ∞ (φ(E(L))∗ ≥ n log n)
≤ EQ∞ [φ(E(L)T )+; {φ(E(L))∗ ≥ n log n}]
= EQ
∞
[
φ(E(L)T )+; {E(L)∗ ≥ n}
]
.
Since φ(E(L)T ) ∈ L1(Q∞), we have that
lim sup
n→∞
n logn Q∞(τn < T ) ≤ lim sup
n→∞
n logn Q∞(E(L)∗ ≥ n)
≤ lim sup
n→∞
EQ
∞
[φ(E(L)T )+; {E(L)∗ ≥ n}]
= 0.
Now suppose that Assumption 5.6 holds. Then by Lemma 3.1 of [10] the density of the
dual optimizer, Z∞E(L), satisfies RL logL(P); that is, Z∞E(L) is a P-martingale and
sup
τ
∥∥∥∥EP
[
Z∞T E(L)T
Z∞τ E(L)τ
log
(
Z∞T E(L)T
Z∞τ E(L)τ
)∣∣∣∣Fτ
]∥∥∥∥
∞
<∞,
where the supremum is taken over all stopping times τ ≤ T . Lemma 2.2 of [15] shows that
−(λ∞ ·M∞) + L ∈ BMO(P), which then implies that L ∈ BMO(P).
Since 〈−λ∞ ·M∞, L〉t = 0 for all t ∈ [0, T ], then Theorem 3.6 of [22] implies that
L = L− 〈−λ∞ ·M∞, L〉 ∈ BMO(Q∞). Then by Theorem 2.4 of [22], L satisfies
sup
τ
∥∥∥∥EQ∞
[
log+
( E(L)τ
E(L)T
)∣∣∣∣Fτ
]∥∥∥∥
∞
<∞, (5.5)
where the supremum is taken over all stopping times τ ≤ T . Re-writing (5.5), and considering
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only the stopping times τn for n ≥ 1, we have
K := sup
n
∥∥EQ∞ [(log E(L)τn − log E(L)T ) I{E(L)τn≥E(L)T }|Fτn]∥∥∞ <∞.
For each n ≥ 1, {τn < T} ∈ Fτn and E(L)τn = n on {τn < T}. Then,
−EQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {E(L)τn ≥ E(L)T} ∩ {τn < T}]
≤ EQ∞ [log E(L)τn − log E(L)T ; {E(L)τn ≥ E(L)T} ∩ {τn < T}]
= EQ
∞
[
EQ
∞
[
(log E(L)τn − log E(L)T ) I{E(L)τn≥E(L)T }|Fτn
]
; {τn < T}
]
≤ K Q∞ (τn < T ) .
Thus,
−nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {τn < T}]
= −nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {E(L)T > n} ∩ {τn < T}]
− nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {E(L)T ≤ n} ∩ {τn < T}]
≤ 0 + nKQ∞(τn < T ).
Equation (5.4) now follows from
0 ≤ n lognQ∞(τn < T )− nEQ∞ [log E(L)T ; {τn < T}]
≤ n lognQ∞(τn < T ) + nK Q∞(τn < T )
−→ 0, as n→∞.
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